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INTRODUCTION
Ghadaq Organization for Development is an organization of
voluntary independent non-governmental and non-profitable
organization established in September 2015.
Who we are:
Our optimal development as Ghadaq requires the harnessing
of a country’s assets, its capital human & natural resources to
meet demand from its population as comprehensive as
possible the public & private sectors, by themselves are
imperfect they cannot or are unwilling to meet all demands.
The voluntary sector may be better placed to articulate the
needs of the poor people. to provide the services &
developments in remote areas, to encourage the changes in
attitude & practices where is necessary to curtail
discrimination, to identify & redness thread plus gender
equality. by a professional's Experts who have the ability to
make a change on people life whom are suffering from
poverty and unemployment and whom needs help.
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WHAT WE DO
Our motivation for this development and humanitarian work
gives us the responsibility towards our society and our desire to
alleviate their suffering to make their life better. Ghadaq
organization with its youth seeks to play a role in the
developmental and humanitarian aspect and contribute to
bring people out of poverty and unemployment to the
self-sufﬁciency and production of projects with developmental
and economic, to beneﬁt society.
For that, we have
developed long-term plans, studies and programs in various
ﬁelds in which society needs and we are taking into account
the most in need. Ghadaq organization works and has the
ability to create effective partnerships with development and
humanitarian development partners and that is why we
become an active partner of United Nations organizations and
international organizations more than one province in a few
years. And the success that we have achieved during this short
period is due to the staff of the Organization, which aspires to
more success, achieve more goals and expand the spread of
the organization until it reaches the target groups wherever
they are located throughout the republic of Yemen.
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OUR VISION & MISSION
Our Vision: To create a world free from poverty
based on principles of justice and equality.

Our Mission: Ghadaq works to enhance the

development and stability of local communities
through awareness raising and increasing access to
basic services as well as building the capacity of
Yemeni people, especially women and youth to be
able to participate in making decisions that lead to
peaceful society and sustainable development. To
help and empower the poor and needy through
building their conﬁdence and independence.
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OBJECTIVES
A-Increase access to basic services and raise awareness of
the Yemeni society on the importance of investment in
education, health, and capacity building of youth and
women and Increase participation and access of
communities affected by conﬂicts to humanitarian
response activities and services that lead to stability and
security
B-Contribute to efforts and activities that alleviate the legal
and social obstacles that prevent women and youth from
access to decision making positions in political and
economic situations and Contribute the achievement of a
stable and secure childhood for all and to address what
hurt physically or mentally childhood or psychologically or
behavior.
C-Improve the quality and availability of information and
right indicators for development and human rights issues.
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OUR VALUES
Ghadaq Believes in the Following Values and is Committed to Them
Throughout its Program Design and Implementation.
•Neutrality: Ghadaq is a neutral organization not driven by any
political, regional or religious interests.
•Professionalism: Ghadaq is a professional, developmental and
humanitarian organization that is keen to build the capacity of its
staff and apply high standards to ensure high quality
implementation of its programs.
•Accountability: Ghadaq is accountable to its donors as well
as to the beneﬁciaries.
•Transparency: Ghadaq is committed to produce
technical and audit reports and publish them through
media.
•Representation: Ghadaq believes that it is the voice of
people of Yemen and will ensure that voice of people is
raised and heard by the duty bearers in the country.
•The Partnership: the organization believes in the
principle of partnership in charitable and provide services
to the community.
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OUR PROGRAMS
Since the classiﬁcation of Yemen as a fragile the
organization has designed its programs and activities
in order to respond the needs of the necessary
community so as to ensure that most of people have
the right to access to basic services, including
protection services and life-saving services in the
exposed areas of armed conﬂict derives, Ghadaq
organized strength of its extensive network of
volunteers in more than 6 governorate, which are
facilitating the implementation of development
programs in the areas of education, health, water and
environmental sanitation, protection, food security
and improve livelihoods and build the capacity of
local communities affected by the conﬂict to
withstand the shocks. The organization's programs are
also designed to enable the poorest and marginalized
groups of women and young people to participate in
decision-making at the local and national level as
actors essential for the promotion of peace, stability
and development operations.
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OUR PARTNERS

From
the People of Japan

International
Labour
Organization
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GEOGRAPHIC FOCUS

Hajjah
Al Mahwit

Am. Al Asimah

Sa'ada
Al Jawf

Hadramaut

Amran

Al Maharah

Sana'a Marib
Raymah

Shabwah

Dhamar
Al Bayda

Abyan
Al Hudaydah

Taizz

Lahj
Aden

Al Dhale'e

Socotra

Governorates Centers
Working / Progres
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CONTACT US

HEAD OFFICE
Yemen–Sana'a
Haddah str.

in Front of AL-Jndol Market

+967 1 43 08 37
+967 775 556 733
www.ghadaq.org
info@ghadaq.org

OUR BRANCHES

CONTACT US

Aden:

Hi!
CCaa
nn
yhoeu I hyeol pu
l?p m
e?
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Taiz:

Aden–Khour Makser Area

Taiz-Jamal st. Almarkzy

+967 777 039 461

+967 776 100 228

+967 2 276726

taiz@ghadaq.org

+967 2 276726

www.ghadaq.org

aden@ghadaq.org

Hello!

info@ghadaq.org
www.ghadaq.org

Lahj:

Hodeidah:

Lahj-tuban-opposite
of the college of education

Hodeidah-Nextr to
Althawrah hospital

+967 714 140 660

+967 776 100 225

lahj@ghadaq.org

+967 3 237881

www.ghadaq.org

+967 3 237881
Hodeidah@ghadaq.org

Hajjah:
Hajjah-Hodeida st. In front
of Kasr Alhamra Hotel
+967 776 100 229
hajjah @ghadaq.org
www.ghadaq.org

www.ghadaq.org
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SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS
The sustainable development goals (SDGs) are a collection
of 17 global goals set by the united nation in 2015 for the year
2030. The SDGs are part of resolution 701/ of the United
Nations General Assembly, the 2030 Agenda.
These goals are interrelated, although each one has its own
speciﬁc aims, representing a total of 169 aims. The SDGs
cover a wide range of social and economic development
issues such (Poverty-hunger-health-education, climate
change, gender, water, sanitation, energy, environment,
social justice).
Although the SDGs are not legally binding, they are owned
by governments and developed national frameworks to
achieve the goals. So, it is the responsibility of the countries to
monitor and review progress, which requires the collection of
qualitative data that can be easy to access in time. The
goals are broad based and interdependent. The 17
sustainable development goals each have a list of targets
which are measured with indicators. In an effort to make the
SDGs successful.

NO
POVERTY

ZERO
HUNGER

GOOD HEALTH
AND WELL-BEING

CLEAN WATER
AND SANITATION

AFFORDABLE AND
CLEAN ENERGY

DECENT WORK AND
ECONOMIC GROWTH

SUSTAINABLE CITIES
AND COOMUNITIES

RESPONSIBLES
CONSUMPTION
AND PRODUCTION

CLIMATE
ACTION

PEACE AND JUSTICE
STRONG INSTITUTIONS

PARTNERESHIPS
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QUALITY
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INDUSTRY INNOVATION
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LIFE BELOW
WATER
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LIFE
ON LAND

www.ghadaq.org

info@ghadaq.org
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